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About This Game

Negotiate water rights from scorpion gods in this necromantic legal thriller! Discredit your boss, solve murders, and reanimate
your own corpse to keep your city from drying out.

Deathless: The City’s Thirst is a 150,000-word interactive novel by Max Gladstone, author of Choice of the Deathless and the
Craft Sequence novels, nominated for the John W Campbell Best New Writer Award, the XYZZY award, and the Lambda
Award. Your choices control the story. It's entirely text-based--without graphics or sound effects--and fueled by the vast,

unstoppable power of your imagination.

You won the God Wars, killing the rain god and taking over his desert city. But now the city needs water, and it’s your job to
make it rain. As a rising associate at a god-killing public service conglomerate, you can monopolize your city’s public utilities, or

fight to keep water affordable for everyone. Build alliances with powerful necromancers, or help local farmers hold onto their
land. Find love, or betray your friends. Overcome the trauma you suffered in the God Wars. Prevent murders, or commit them.

Just Keep the Water Flowing.
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 Play as male or female; straight, gay, or bi

 Match wits with master necromancers, real estate magnates, and journalists

 Climb the social ladder of Dresediel Lex

 Help the needy, or laugh callously as the world burns

 Drink with undead kings over the ruins of a destroyed civilization

 Kill people you may later really wish you hadn't killed

 Betray trusted friends and their entire society

 Fight giant scorpions and renegade priests—or join forces with them

 Look for love in extremely wrong places
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Why would even bother to make such a boring game?. As much as I liked this game when it was being worked on it appears to
be abandoned.. I've played quite a few Choice of games (or at least text-based games) but for those who haven't, this is a good
one to start out on to familiarize yourself with the genre. No visuals here, just a story where you control the main character
through your choices, which shape the game experience.

The story here is good as well as accessible, which is pretty typical of Choice of games. There are some different endings
depending on your options, although choices don't have as much of an impact as they do in some of the other games. It was
pretty easy to get all of the achievements (in some choice games, I've struggled to find the right combo to unlock some elusive
achievements).

Another plus is the gender/sexuality options. Neither your gender nor your sexuality has an impact on the story, and you have a
good variety of ways you can interact with other characters. The characters themselves are mostly interesting, although there are
several minor characters who pop in and out but don't add much.

Not all choices have an impact on the story, but there's enough variety that you can still have different experiences on multiple
playthroughs.. if you have oculus this game is not for you.... it well not work....
all you can do is power up the lathe. none of the oculus controls work in this
and no way to get into settings if there is a settings.
so into this is fixed or oculus is added i would not buy this if you a oculus user

wish i could get my money back but i had this for a some months now with only 0.3 hours of play time :(
. Realy nice, love it.
But add more players profile.. The Airport itself as well as the surrounding photorealistic scenery are great, esp in VR.
Nevertheless compared to other DLCs the area is quite small, even in a slow plane. The Zugspitze for example is outside the
high res area. Considering the price and compared to other DLCs a larger high res area would be greatly appreciated.. So
disappointed with the devs. The game had so much potential but they just abandoned the game and ran off with the money..
could not open it so i could not play it
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Piece of junk software. Dosen't anyone beta test anymore. Complete garbage, save your money .. Great game for parties, or big
groups of friends, good for comentary videos. Love the game and it's a blast to play. Heads up to early access players** First
and Foremost, this is early access to a game being made by a small team. And it is early on in the development, so if you have to
have a nearly blockbuster level of game polish and completion, this is not for you at this point. But if you like play testing,
interacting with Devs and seeing how each build improves on the game, it could be worth your time.

That being said, the game has a lot of potential. You have 3 very different races to choose from, the humans provide a
traditional scavenge, build, survive type of playstyle. The Raknar (giant spiders) have a predatory playstyle, where you won't
struggle as much, work well in groups, but won't neccessarily have as much to do as a human.

And finally, you have dragons! With Dragons, you begin small and weak, you need to be careful and sneaky to build your nest
and grow. Dragons are the long, difficult road to travel. You'll need to spend a lot of time building nests, and finding ore to
grow. If you spend the time, you have various "stages" of growth to grow through (6 planned, 3 in game so far) Your first two
weak, and not powerful, after that you will gain access to your breath weapon, and later on, be able to fly. This is not an easy
mode type of play, and requires time invested.

This is a host your own server type of game as well (with official servers on the way). The set up for which is easy and with
proper port forwarding, works quite well.

TLDR: A early access game, true to that phrase, with 3 unique races to play and survive with. Lots of potential and a dev team
willing to communicate.. Some mindless fun to rid yourself of pent-up aggression.... The game is dead and will never be
completed.
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